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KIBBEE BLASTS CAREY'S 81 00 DEDUCTIBLE 
To: The University Community 
From: Robert J. Kibbee 
Because our prospects have been 
somewhat clarified since my memo to the 
University Community of December 6, 1976, 
I thought it useful to update, and also to 
provide some specific action suggestions. 
There have been these developments: 
I. The Wessell Commission (Temporary 
State Commission on the Future of Post-
secondary Education) is reported to have 
advised the Governor, informally,tilat ill its 
immediate judgment, the University Illll ,t 
continue to be maintained as a separate 
educational entity, and because of its special 
services and interrelationships with New 
York City, it should be funded by both the 
State and the City, with an increasing share 
of the funding to be provided by the State. 
2. The State Budget for 1977-78 has been 
submitted to the Legislature; it provides for 
the assumption by the State of a portion (but 
not the whole) of the senior college funding 
previously provided by the City. The City is 
not required to contribute. However, a $53 
million contribution by the City is assumed. 
Previously the Mayor's Office has stated 
that the City does not plan to provide any 
funding. Lately it has been said that 
negotiations with the State are in process. 
The Executive Budget, even if all the 
proposed funding were supplied - and this 
will require an all-out struggle - would 
produce a total of about $455 million, which 
is $38 million less than the austerity budget 
of $493 million which we submitted to the 
Governor ... and $16 milllion less than our 
budget level in the current year. The gap 
between what the University needs in 1977-
78 to meet its minimum requirements, not 
to speak of repairing the ravages of 1975-76, 
is no less than five percent. 
3. The State Education Commissioner has 
restated the position ofthe Board of Regents 
in favor of adequate City-State funding, in 
favor of the present structure of the City 
University, and in favor of an increase in the 
State's share of the University's funding, up 
to 75%. and a permanent City contribution 
to preserve the special mission of the 
University. 
Meanwhile the structural outlook for 
1977 -78 is fairly good. For next year, at 
least, CUNY is not to be dismantled, aitd 
the articulation between the community 
colleges and the senior colleges is not to be 
broken. But beyond 1977-78 the future 
remains clouded at best, awaiting the final 
recommendations of the Wessell Com-
mission scheduled for submission to the 
Governor and to the Legislature in March. 
In summary, there is still a grave question 
as to our future status, structure and size. 
There is still uncertainty as to our future 
mission. Meanwhile for the next fiscal year, 
we confront a serious gap between our real 
needs and what has been proposed for the 
Univeristy. 
What is there to do? In my judgment, 
what we must do is press forward with the 
mobilization. 
There are still too many questions-which 
might be answered over . the next few 
weeks - to permit the identification of 
specific dollar actions to be urged upon the 
Mayor, the City Council, the Board of 
$ Millions For Students 
The American College and University 
Service Bureau announces a service to aid · 
students. both undergraduates and 
graduates, obtain funds from foundations. 
The Bureau's director says, "There are 
hundreds of foundations with millions of 
dollars in funds earmarked to aid students 
in meeting the cost of higher education that 
goes untouched each year. Why? Students 
do not know of the foundation or 
foundations Or how to go about obtaining 
these funds." • 
The Bureau offers its services to deserving 
students by supplying names of foundations 
and guidance as to how to go about 
obtaining funds from same. 
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students may write: 
American College and University Service 
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Campaign 
By Letter 
by Marguerite Lambert 
Plans by the state to cut the Tuition 
Assistance Program (TAP) have not been 
finalized, but are in the "drawing board" 
stage. Students are urged to sign petitions 
that are circulating LaGuardia, and write to 
the following government officials: 
Assemblyman Denis J. Butler (D.36AD) 
31-5947 Street 
Long Island City, N.Y. 11103 
Senator Anthony Gazzara 
31-11 28 Road 
Long Island City, N.Y. 11102 
Assemblyman Clifford Wilson (D.37 AD) 
59·19 71 Avenue 
Ridgewood, N.Y. 11227 
Senator Martin Knorr 
61·46 Palmetto Street 
Ridgewood, N.Y. 11227 
Governor Carey's plan to reduce TAP by 
one hundred dollars is separate from the 
city's plan. Each student may be responsible 
for one hundred dollars of his tuition on a 
deductible basis, payable in part each 
semester. It sounds easy but some of us are 
barely making it now. We may find 
ourselves in a "catch 22" situation, on our 
way out - out of school. 
At the city government level Mayor 
Beame has announced that he will not 
appropriate any funds for CUNY senior 
colleges in the '77 . '78 city budget. This 
would incur more reductions in teaching 
staff personnel, and less students. Beame's 
decision not to appropriate funds affects 
you, the student, to your detriment. 
Write now. Encourage family, friends and 
fellow students to write also. Help Mayor 
Beame to change his mind now before it's 
too late. Show him you're concerned about 
your education and your future ' by 
communicating with the respective officials 
in each area. 
Estimate, the Governor and the State 
press forward with the mobilizatton. 
There are still too many questions - wh-
ich might be answered over the next few 
weeks - to permit the identification of 
specific dollar actions to be urged upon the 
Mayor, the City Council, the Board of 
Estimate, the Governor and the State 
Legislature. On these I will keep you in-
. formed as best I can. 
I can and do urge that you write and 
petition both City and State officials to: 
1. Save the City University. 
2. Provide a viable budget for the City 
University. 
3. Approve the funding formula proposed 
by Governor Carey, meaning that both the. 
State and the City should contribute to 
funding the senior colleges. 
4. Urge that the City accept its traditional 
responsibility to insure that the senior 
colleges, as well as the City University as a 
whole is adequately funded ' form a com-
b;nation of State. City and Federal sources. 
::'. Insist that while CUNY is willing to 
make its proportionate sacrifice for City and 
State, the City University must not be made 
the sacrifice. 
We cannot take anything for granted at 
this point nor can we relax our efforts to 
preserve and maintain the University and to 
secure adequate funding. 
Blasting Governor Carey's proposed $100 
deductible, one of five cuts in the State's 
Tu ition Assistance Program as 
Editorial: 
"discriminatory and regressive," University 
Student Chairperson, Edward Roberts, 
called on the Governor to fulfill his com· 
mitment that the imposition of CUNY 
tuition would not bar access to those who 
could not afford to pay. 
TAP is the primary financial assistance 
program for higher education in the State. 
"Unless the proposal that lower division 
students contribute at least $100 towards 
the payment of tuition is dropped, those very 
students that the Governor pledged to assist 
will be dealt a drippling blow," stated Mr. 
Roberts. 
Since the proposed $100 deductible is for 
schools where tuition is less than the 
maximum TAP award of $1,5000, this 
reduction would only affect students at the 
State University and the City University, 
since very few private schools charge less tho 
an $1,500 in annual tuition. 
The USS Chairperson also stated that he 
intends to rally all forces against this 
proposal, which is in effect a $100 tuition 
increase for the State's poorer students. Mr. 
Roberts also expressed vehement opposition 
to the other proposed cuts in TAP. These 
intended reductions include reduced awards 
for the State's single emancipated students; 
students that graduated from high school 
prior to January 1974; students that receive 
other forms of Federal assistance such as 
BEOG, Social Security and Veterans' 
benefits; and for comrr.unity college 
students in need of remediation. 
Roberts called upon the -Legislature to 
"assert themselves and protect their con-
stituents from these draconian reductions." 
STUDENT COUNCIL OR SAINTHOOD? 
~ THE 864 QUESTION 
We deeply regret the resignation of veteran Student Council member Ben Butler. A 
forceful advocate for students' rights. Mr. Butler could always be depended on to serve the 
interests of the student body to the good of the college community at large. and above 
personal considerations or the considerations of small self-seeking groups. 
With his resignation. Mr. Butler continues to run true to form. Accused of "causing 
dissention among Council" because of his continued and justified criticisms of its leaders. 
Ben Butler has elected to resign rather than be the cause of opposition in Student Council. 
He's evidently aware that conflict and division among the members of Council will obstruct 
the functions and duties of this governing body. And he prefers not to be that obstruction. 
Well. that's fine and dandy. Mr. Butler. Who nominated you for sainthood? Did you 
think the job would be easy? After over a year as a Council member, isn't it time you grew 
up? Don't you think you might serve the college community better by sticking it out? Did it 
never occur to you that you might be playing right into Council's hands by resigning? 
You made some good and valid criticisms of Council. We do need productive leadership. 
The student body as a whole does need to be considered above the wants and wishes of a 
small minority. We all pay fees; we should all benefit from those fees. And we need elected 
representatives like you, Mr. Butler, to buck the present system until those changes are 
made. 
If LaGuardia needed a saint, we could canonize Fiorello. Don't make a sacrifice that 
won't be appreciated, a resignation that will be remembered only for as long as it takes to 
stand and deliver it. Look on the bright side, Ben. If you succeed in changing the Student 
Council. you could still be a saint. Leo Newball will drape you in long robes and a halo 
(watch that Afro. son!) on the cover of the Humanist with a snappy caption like, "No razor 
shall touch his head ... " 
SC Backs . U SS Strike 
The U.S.S. (University Student Senate) 
has called for a general student strike (all 
CUNY schools) on Wednesday, March 23, 
at 2:00 p.m. The rally will take place in City 
Hall Park across from the Mayor's office. 
There has also been a five· phase strategy 
planned as to how, when and what, if any, 
action will take place. 
Students of LaGuardia, it has been said of 
us that we lack interest in actively 
participating and supporting U.S.S. I know 
that this won't be true of us in this instance; 
the things we are fighting for can and will 
benefit us. I have listened to many well· 
founded complaints from you concerning 
matters over which I have absolutely no 
control. We now have a chance to do 
something about it. Don't blow it! Be there! 
If I can now just give you a few specifics: 
T.A.P. Eligibility Rules will be changed. 
What does this mean to you? Let's face it, 
there are some of us that are on welfare, . 
others receive Veterans' benefits, and just 
about aal receive a Basic Grant (BEOG). 
This income will now be figured in now 
T.A.P. Awards as taxable or non·taxable 
income. Either way, it will affect our tuition 
costs. Should this happen, the difference 
would come out of our pockets. I cannot 
emphasize strongly enough just how 
-important these things are to you, to us. The 
fight is now or never. 
We will assemble in front of the Satellite 
Building at 1:00 p.m. on March 23rd to go 
to City Hall Park. Please be there for your 
sake. 
Richard Little 
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s.c. MEMBER BUTLER RESIGNS: ASKS "WHE_E 'ARE OUR 
by Toni Formica 
During the Student Council meeting of STUDENT LE' ADERS TAKING US'" J February 28th, Ben Butler, one of two senior • would miss Butler, but no secret was made 
members, resigned from his position on of the fact that there's been a history of 
Council. The action, taken near the latter conflict between the senior member of 
part of the meeting, did not appear to be Council and Richard Little, the freshman 
unexpected. Chairperson, since the present Student 
Listed on the Student Council agenda Council was voted in. 
with a report on the National Student Little, himself, did not comment on 
Association, Butler submitted his letter of Butler's resignation during that meeting. In 
resignation at the conclusion of that speech. a separate interview on March 3, he did, 
Butler stated: "I have said, in the past, however, discuss the action. 
that we weren't really moving toward a "Ben Butler has his own ideas of how 
direction that would really enlighten student Student Council should be run. He comes 
body as to wh.at's so far, really going on." up with several ideas in his head, but there is 
never any.. follow-up." 
/It'n Butler 
.. I have heard that there has been 
some talk about LaGuardia College. I mean, 
we have the reputation that we just don't 
want to participate with the other schools. 
This is the feeling that you get outside the 
school. This comes from Queens College, 
this comes from York College, this comes 
i f Touch of Class: Butler hands over resignation to Little 
from Queensborough ... We disassociate 
ourselves from them; we do not wish to 
participate, and some of them (the colleges) 
have the attitude of "Why should we include 
LaGuardia in our plans?" 
"And that really gives me some thought 
for concern. (And) to be quite honest" 1 
really don't want to argue the point any 
more, or push the point anymore. (And) I'm 
at the point now where, if this is the way 
we're going to continue, along the road we 
have been going down -'-- as far as taking it 
upon ourselves what's good for us and 
what's not good for us without really looking 
into what's happening - then I think that I 
would better serve myself, as a student at 
laGuardia, by going out and getting this 
information on my own and participating on 
my own as an independent student, not as a 
member of Student Council.·· 
"This Council has, up to this point, done 
not one thing constructive, and it's against 
my better judgement to continue with this 
Council. So, 1 guess 1 really don't want to 
drag it out; I mean, these are my feelings 
and, because of those feelings, I resign." 
Richard Little, Chairperson of Council, 
:Isked. "You resign at this point?" Butler, 
ftnswering yes, passed his resignation to the 
chair, and it was read aloud by Little. The 
Chair then asked for C{lmments from the 
members of Council. 
The overall feeling was one of relief. 
Several people mentioned how much they 
, "I also think he failed to realize that 
Council is a business, and, like any business, 
it takes time to set up lines of 
communication and establish ties." 
"I can't say that I'm sorry he resigned, 
but he feels that he can best serve his 
interests elsewhere. 1 wish him the best." 
Was his resignation unexpected? Little, 
shaking his head, answered briefly and 
emphatically, "No." However, he did not 
wish to elaborate on the subject, beyond 
saying that it was "more a personality 
conflict" between them. 
Patricia Heuston will be filling Butler's 
position on Council. Ms. Hueston, a 
freshman, garnered 142 votes in the Council 
elections that were held during the fall 
quarter. She will be the second alternate 
member that's had to fill an original 
position on the Council. Shennile Riddick 
replaced Albert Gonzalez who left several 
months ago, according to Little, because of 
his class scheduJe. 
STUDENT LEADERS: "DOWN THE ROAD TO NON·PRODUCTIVITY" 
by Ben Butler 
LaGuardia Community College is one of 
the most unique junior colleges in the 
country. This institution began, as an ex-
periment to see if, among other things, a 
quarter system as opposed to the standard 
semester system. and the cooperative 
education program would work. Th.us far, 
both have proven successful. In particular, 
the cooperative education program has 
proven itself to be a viable and cohesive 
program that has gained national 
recognition, and is now used as a model for 
future similar programs in other in-
stitutions. This is, to me, an indication of 
the potential that this institution has to 
become the number one junior college in 
CUNY. if not the nation. Also part of the 
experiment were the proh'l"ams designed to 
allow peoples from various ethnic back-
grounds access to various avenues of 
productive lifestyles. And through a 
coordinated effort of students and faculty, 
most (not all) graduates of LaGuardia have 
had doors opened to them, which otherwise 
would have been closed, in the areas of 
business and secretarial science. 
Those students who have made great 
strides for LaGuardia have, in the past, been 
primarily associated with the Student 
Activities Committee and the Student 
Council, the executive body of student 
government" which is responsible for rn-
suring that students take full advantage of 
the college experience through responsible 
leadership and initiative. 
to the past Student Council have pushed 
for students to be giveQ certain op-
portunities and the Student Activities 
Committee has seen to it that educational 
and cultural programs that enhance 'the 
students' college experience have taken 
place. 
Thus far in the school year no such -
programs have taken place, and there have 
been no proposals for such programs. As a 
student who has been associated with the 
previous and present Council, this gives me 
cause for concern. 
If you were to look back on all activities 
and events sponsored by the present Student 
Council and Student Activities Committee. 
you would see that the trend has turned 
away from productive activity and is 
heading toward mere social enjoyment as a 
means of enhancing the college experience. 
To date. the on ly activities that have been 
sponsored are: a weekend ski trip; two 
school dances. and various club parties 
under the guise of Open ' House events. 
There are also two more events scheduled, a 
trip to Florida and another ski trip. All of 
, this has exhausted over half the student 
treasury. and no benefit. other than social 
cnjoyment for a few students, has been 
derived from such events. 
The question that arises in my mind is, 
where are our student leaders taking us? 
Are we here to simply have fun, or are we 
here to take advantage of a college 
education in order to leave here with an 
Associates degree. and be on our way to 
1110re productive ends? 
I have argued this point on the floor of 
Council meetings. The response I received 
February 28, 1977 
Mr. Chairman, Members of Council: 
In response to accusations of causing 
dissention among Council, and because of 
repeated opposition to my arguments 
concerning productive leadership of our 
student body, I have found myself fighting a 
losing battIe with this Council. 
I stand alone, as evidenced by past actions 
of this Council, in wanting to bring about a 
renewed student interest in LaGuardia's 
student activities. I've been accused of 
repeated disrespect for leadership. If 
criticism is considered disrespect then I have 
disrespected the leadership. 
As the senior member of Council , I had 
hoped to have some productive influence on 
junior members of Council. I knew from the 
very beginning that Council would have a 
few minor problems in indoctrinating the 
freshmen on Council who are still trying to 
find themselves in other aspects of their 
college life. However. I had no idea that 
these junior members, in particular the 
Chairman and Vice-Chairman, would 
demonstrate such irresponsibility and 
incompetence, although they have put forth 
a great effort. 
Because of my personal commitments. 
and the lack of the sufficient time needed to 
attempt to turn this Council in another 
direction, I must find another avenue. 
Though I resign as a member of Council, I 
am still a student of this institution and will 
continue to do what is in my power to bring 
about productive and informative events 
within LaGuardia Community College . . 
I wish you all the best of luck in the 
future. ' . , ,' . " 
, Sincerely, 
Benjamin P: Butler 
has had a profound impact on me. In 
arguing that the students of LaGuardia are 
not simply here for a joy ride, I was told by 
the Chairman of the Student Council that 
events, such as those previously mentioned, 
are what the students want. From the 
conversations that I've had with students, 
th is is not the case. 
It is for this reason that I question our 
present student leaders, and demand 
justification for the lack of constructive and 
productive student activities. To simply 
state that this is what students want is no 
justification. Many students are not even 
aware of who their student leaders are, nor 
do they know when and where their 
meetings are held, or what programs, events 
and activities are being planned, I feel this 
should ,be something that students are aware 
of. 
At the same time in pointing out the 
faults of our student leaders, I must point 
out that there have been steps taken in the 
right direction. Plans have been made to 
explain the new retention policy and the th-
ird year exam that we must all take to go on 
to a four year college. But these are factors 
of our college experience that we have little 
influence over as students. The issues that 
our student leaders should be dealing with, 
eliminating student apathy, encouraging 
student participation within various 
programs, establishing lines of com-
munication between other colLeges and 
finding out what's going on among .our 
peers, pushing for continued support of 
CUNY, have virtually been ignored. 
We can no longer ignore the fact that our 
student leaders are taking us down the road 
of non-productivity. We must not allow any 
more of our student fees to be wasted on 
trivia. Our leaders can no longer be allowed 
to play guessing games as to the' wants and 
needs of the student body. Let Student 
Council and SAC know what your wants and 
needs are. Make them submit to them; this 
was the reason why they were elected. And if 
they cannot serve you, the student body, 
productively, then replace them with -
qualified, responsible leaders. We are part 
of an experiment that has proven to be a 
sound endeavor. Use it to the best cUl-
vantage. 
Ed. Note: Mr- Butler; is open for any and all 
rebuttals. questions or criticisms. He can be 
contacted through the FLUTE office or i,. 
MI22. 
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TRRCKS!! 
by Laurie Sue Brockway 
Author's Note: My burning curiousity to 
discover the beginnings of this technoLogicaL 
wonder have driven me toward the tracks of 
discovery, And with this, I trace the ROOTS 
q{ the .first underground raiLway. 
Subway: A system constructed of a 
network of tunnels and tracks through 
which electrically operated trains run. 
I'm sure that we' re all well acquainted 
with New York City's infamous subway 
system, a means of rapid transportation , 
which , for many of us, is the only means of 
transportation. 
Though I have often noted the subway as 
being the "pits" of the city, I have always 
been fascinated by its construction and 
intricate design. 
Looking past the morning subway ritual, 
the scattered trash and dirt, the ever-present 
perverts and assorted weirdos, we must 
consider that it has taken the subway system 
a long time to get where it is now, 
I began to wonder what the subway was 
like 100 years ago, or if it even existed. My 
curiosity compelled me to track down its 
eth nic background. I discovered the 
following : 
London was the first city to develop a 
subway system ; that was back in 1863. 
Londoners call their subway the Tubes {I've 
often heard our subways referred to as the 
rUIlS]. London has 5 or 6 systems. Some are 
so far underground that commuters can 
only reach the tracks via elevators. (Can you 
imagine what rush hour must be like?) 
London's first subway was run by steam 
locomotives. When the first deep level tube 
opened in 1890 it was run electrically as 
have all subways since. 
After London's new subway endeavor, the 
following cities got on the tracks: Spain, 
Madrid 1919: Barcelona 1924; Sydney, 
Australia 1926; South America, Buenos 
Aires 1928; Moscow, probably the most 
lavish and well kept of subways systems, 
opened in 1935; Tokyo 1927; Toronto 1954 . . 
The subway comes to the U.S. of A: 
Boston was the first American city to go 
underground. In 1897 a subway line, that 
stretched for a mile and half, was built. 
New York City opened its first subway 
lines in 1904 and expanded into the iargest 
subway system in the world, et al the 
dirtiest. It's a biggie all right. Did you know 
that N.Y.C. subway transit system can take 
you from the Jersey Shore, under the city, 
beneath two rivers and into Long Island 
without seeing daylight once? 
Chicago began a 9 mile system in 1938. 
The first section was a five mile span opened 
in 1943. and expanded another four miles in 
\951. 
Subways are constructed in two styles: 
Open cut, a procedure of tearing out streets 
and building in deep ditches; pavement is 
, then layed on top. Tube is the other form: 
By boring through the earth , without 
disturbing the surface, to the desired depth. 
Subways are supposedly equipped with an 
excellent ventilation system which enables 
the stale air to be carried off and out. Fresh 
air is supposedly brought in by large fans. 
We all know this claim is false since there is 
no fresh air in NY anyway: 
Our NYC system originally cost between 
2,000,000 and 3,000,000 dollars, per mile -









Join the Flute! 
PIC SITE ' 
OUTASITE 
The Army Pictorial Site, which 
LaGuardia had leased from the federal 
government for five years for one dollar per 
year, is no longer ours. The lease, now out of 
our hands, has been turned over to a 
production company. . 
During the time it was in LaG's 
possession, the Pic Site was never used for 
student activities; often it was not used at 
all. Nevertheless. it had to be guarded round 
the clock by a security patroL 
Yet Pic Site has seen some fine moments. 
For the last tWo years LaGuardia has rented 
it to Channel 13 for their annual TV 
auction. Various other companies have done 
filming there. Two years ago Thieves was 
tilmed at Pic Site; the movie. starring Marlo 
Thomas. has just been released. 
The Pic Site, which is composed of about 
10 buildings, only one of which is used, 
became an inconvenience and proved 
impractical for the college. The new 
company which has taken over the Pic sight, 
the Astoria Motion Picture and Television 
Foundation. has begun a massive 
transformation, and hopes to turn it into a 
modern motion picture studio, working 
under a $4().000.00 grant. 
The National Academy of Arts and 
Sciences is trying to arrange it so that the 




For: Big Folks? 
by Laurie Sue Erockway 
Children's Literature is a class which 
focuses on the basic themes in children's 
books and stories. It deals with literature 
ranging from pre-school to junior high 
school grades. This course can be helpful to 
parents. those intending to pursue a career 
in child care. potential writers and anyone 
generally interested in literature. The course 
is interesting, informative. often suprising 
and just plain fun. Through your studies in 
this course you can get a good sense of what 
children like to read and why. Also you'll 
learn to choose good reading materials for 
kids as well as create your own. 
I took Children's Lit with Sandra Hanson 
this term and loved it. I spent a lot of time 
researching children's literature 1S well as 
doing class assignments. In getting involved 
with folk tales and fantasy, I found that 
much of it. had affected my own growth in 
both positive and negative ways. It's 
fascinating to see how many modern day 
stereotypes are derived from the prototypes 
in age old children's tales. 
Since the class was composed of all 
females. I got the feeling that you guys out 
there suspect that it's a sissy course. Not so. 
I think you'd enjoy analyzing and just 
reading children's literature too. The stories 
are often splashed with sexual connotations 
and sexism, and they make for a good group 
discussion. 
Unfortunately, Children's Literature is 
not being offered for the spring quarter. As 
have many other courses. it has been cut off 
the list since it is internship season. The 
summer semester though should be bringing 
it around again. 
It really is a shame that after this 
introduction to children's literature there is 
no follow up. This course is important and 
one quarter is barely enough to cover all. 
With most subjects, like art and adult 
literature, there is a follow up to the 
introduction. I'd like to see "Children's 
Literatule II" added to the course selection 
The intrepid photographer strikes again! ·list. After ~ou have taken course one, I'm 
. , sure you WllI agree. 
More to come. 




Roots Panel At'LaGuardia 
by Toni Formica 
A Transfer Workshop, sponsored by the 
Human Services Division. was held 
February 9th in the Satellite cafeteria. The 
Workshop ran from 3:00 10 5:00 p.m. 
Representatives from approximately 
fourteen colleges were on hand to meet with 
students, and discuss ways of merging their 
LaGuardia programs with the programs of a 
four year college. 
Prior to the Workshop a briefing was held 
for the representatives, regarding 
LaGuardia's co-operative credits and 
human service affiliations, which are 
somewhat different from the ordinary co-op 
experience. 
In an attempt to discover how other 
colleges regarded the school, some of the I 
representatives were asked to comment on 
LaGuardia students. Most of the comments 
were favorable, but the most enthusiastic 
came from Roger Raber, Director of 
Admissions at State University at Old 
Westbury. 
Stating that he was "impressed by the 
graduates," Mr. Raber went on to say that 
he was "impressed by the whole concept of 
higher education at LaGuardia." He ,:so 
found LaGuardia students to be 
"independent, aggressive thinkers." 
Professor Vivienne C. Schwartz, 
Department of Curriculum and Teaching at 
St. John's University, was "interested in 
their (LaG. students) commitment to human 
services," and thought our applicants 
"compare{d) with other applicants." 
The most discouraging remark came from 
a Lehman representative who called college 
enrollment a "numbers game," claiming 
colleges couldn't afford to turn down 
appli~~nts "no matter where they come 
from. 
by Laurie Brockway 
On February 9th Jim Butler, ABC's 
publicist for ROOTS, joined a panel of 
LaGuardia's students and staff for. an in-
depth discussion of the recently aired, TV 
version of Alex Haley's best selling novel. 
The panel included the following people, 
each carefully chosen to represent a 
different section of the college community: 
Professor John Cato (Instructor of A fro-
American history), John Helps (student), 
Ralph Garrett (Director of Extended Day 
programs), Richard Dye (Veterans 
Program), Professor Reitano {Social Stience 
department>, Miranda Butterfield (~iddle 
College student), Gabrielle Grant (Faculty. 
Middle College), Dean Jerolyn Minter 
(Assistant Dean of Student Services), 
Charles Jones (Student of Afro-American 
history), James Robinson {student>. 
Jim Butler, ABC's Publicist for Roots 
Hutler with coordinators Watson [L] 
and Edmonds [RJ 
presented for Afro-American History Week. 
Prior to the panel discussion, a survey was 
taken to determine from which aspects 
ROOTS would be discussed and evaluated. 
So. with survey contributions from various 
students and faculty these questions were 
formed and posed to the panelist~: 1. Should 
ROOTS have been shown 'on prime lime 
T.V? 2. Do you think that ROOTS 
accurately reflected history? 3. What were 
the reactions of other people you have 
discussed ROOTS with? White and black, 
young and old alike? 4. How did ROOTS 
enlighten you about our present day society? 
S. With this knowledge (enlightment), where 
do we go from here? 
s • 
should all be aware of. It was interesting to 
see how each response reflected such an 
individual point of view. 
The ROOTS discussion attracted such a 
large crowd (and was held in a tiny room) 
that by the time President · Shenker arrived 
people were jammed into the doorway. 
Nevertheless. the President stayed for about 
a half an hour at the "S.R.O." event. 
LaGuardia's ROOTS panel discussion 
was a success! It was a success because the 
students and staff behind it found enough 
time. ans energy to make a useful 
contribution to the school. That's all it took. 
time and energy and not a cent more. 
Projects like this should be a featured part 
of student activities. As Sandra Watson has 
said, "The educational process does not 
take place in the classroom alone. Panel and 
group discussions can bring together the 
various parts of the school. We have the 
facilities and the talent here at LaGuardia 
and we're just wasting it." 
Sharing Roots insight with students 
LaG Star Show 
by Michael Cook 
On February 2nd, an astronomy show was 
presented by Dr. Leonard Saremsky in 
SB5!. It was an introduction to astronomy 
primarily meant for faculty, but all were 
welcome. 
Emergency Medical 
~O. * VIDE~ *' .VIDEO * VIDEO * .' Team Volunteers Needed 
The event was coordinated by Joan 
Edmonds and Sandy Watson, who arranged 
for Mr. Butler to join us. The panel 
discussion was one in a series of events 
The answers contributed by the various 
panelists ranged from statistical evaluations 
to intense displays of emotion. Though the 
speakers often swayed from the original 
theme, questions were, for the most part, 
answered carefully and articulately. ROOTS 
was the vehicle for an open, lively and 
mtelligent discussion of a subject that we 
Included in this presentation was a star 
show created by a planetarium projector. 
Though much smaller than the one at 
Hayden Planetarium, it is still capable of 
projecting 800 stars and planets. Picture 
slides and a short film clip discussing 
interesting astronomical phenomena were 
also shown. 
For students who want to study 
astronomy, a course is being offered during 
the spring quarter. The course will explore 
all forms of astronomical phenomena, 
including actual observations of the stars 
and planets using the largest portable 
telescope in existence. In addition to 
astronomy there is an experimental 
intensive course in astrophotography. 
Other star shows have been scheduled for 
March 30 at 11:00 a.m., and April 13 at 3:00 
p.m. in the Astro Center, SB 51. 
Mar. 28 and 30 
Apr. 11 and 13 
May 2 and 4 
May 16 and 18 
. History of the Beatles 
Rolling Stones 
Movie Orgy (PG) 










OVIES AT LaG * MOVIES AT LaG ., 
Mar. 22 and 24 
Apr. 12 and 14 
Apr. 26 and 28 
May 10 and 12 
May 24 and . 26 
Nine Lives of Fritz the Cat 
Blazing Saddles 
Enter the Dragon 
Taxi Driver 











. MARCH CONCERTS 
/ 
March II . ............................................ AI Stewart at Avery Fisher 
Kool and the Gang, Moments, and others, Felt Forum 
March 12 ................. Nat Adderley, thru 16th, 9 and II :30 p.m., The Other End 
International Gymnastics Competition at Madison Square Garden, thru 13th 
March 15 ..................................... Eagles at Madison Square Garden 
March 16 . . ................................ ; ...... Nat Adderley at The Other End 




OFFERS CASH AND 
BOOK PRIZES 
Writers: You can win S100; S50; orS25 in cash and book prizes for best 
short story, humorous essay, o'r other short pieces between 250 and 1000 
words - with free copy of winning College Contemporaries Magazine for 
all- if you enter the Collegiate Creative Writing Contest whose deadline 
is May 5. For rules and official entry form, send self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to: International Publications, 4747 Fountain Ave., Dept. C-3, 
Los Angeles, Ca 90029. 
The Social Essence('lu b is a newly formed 
club which was started this past September. 
The club as a whole is really together. 
Our purpose is to provide various kinds of 
services which include typing term papers 
for a specified price, and anything else you 
might want typed. c 
Since the club is newly formed we are still 
recruiting members and we are open to any 
new suggestions from them. 
We are located in the main building, by 
the cafeteria, in room 133-A. The club holds 
its meetings every Wednesday at I :20 in 
room M-231. If you would like. just stop by 
and say hello to the Social Essence ('\ub. 
- Social Essence Club Publicity 
Committee 
by Michael Cook 
Did you know that there is a Student 
Medical Emergency Team here at 
LaGuardia? Not very many people do. The 
team is one ofthe many things at LaGuardia 
that is not publicized. 
The team originated when it was 
discovered that some students had training 
in emergency medical techniques. The team 
was formed last spring. and its first member 
was Diane Tomapat, who had training as a 
Medical Emergency Technician. In addition 
to -Diane, a half dozen trainees were also 
recruited. These recruits were a select group 
and most had had some form of training . 
Unfortunately, interest dropped. 
In September three more students were 
recruited who were licensed Emergency 
Technicians. Months later two untrained 
students were also recruited. This brought 
the total membership up to six, although 
there are only four left now. 
More volunteers are urgently 
Training, including first aid, 
pulmonary resuscitation and 




With this team, more services can be 
provided for the college community; also the 
team can cover more territory and cut down 
on emergency response time. Because 
LaGuardia is fairly well spread out. 
someone could be a long time waiting for 
medical assistance. The Team can shorten 
that time. 
In addition to this. negotiations for a 
special program called Outreach are in 
progress. This program will place volunteers 
at stations throughout LaGuardia. These 
volunteers will be available to take the blood 
pressure of students and staff, hand out 
pamphlets. ans~er questions and be on call 
for emergencies. 
If you are interested in joining the team 
see Susan Hessner, LaGuardia's resident 
nurse of the program in room MB27 or 
licensed emergency technician Samuel 
Joseph - Pauline, the coordinator. 
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Art Club Visits Bakaty A The Fine Art Club is dedicated to students Who wish to have a place and time 
to do Art work of their own, as well as 
investigate further various new studio Arts 
and Art History. Our meetings take place 
each Wednesday at 12:00 noon, and 
recently. on January 26, we visited the studio 
of Sculptor Michael Bakaty in Manhattan. 
Mr. Bakaty showed and discussed his 
numerous sculptures, both recent and past. 
He instilled a feeling of what it is like to be 
an artist. identifying with the life style, and 
-.. growing visually through producing a 
personal body of art work. His works are 
abstract, or more precisely, non-objective 
sculptures in plastic, of pillow-shaped 
rectangles that hang tilted on the wall. The 
feeling is that of artifact as well as art, and 
the works appear to resemble the kind of 
fossils one might find on the planet Jupiter. 
On earth . of course. we would find bones; on 
Jupiter. we would find Bakatys. 
The Club members showed zealous 
interest in the work and questioned Mike 
' thoroughly as to how he constructs the 
sculptures, their arimtures, and from where 
his ideas originate. It was discovered that 
the highly polished surfaces of the plastic 
pieces relate back to Mike's youth when he 
:vas a hot rodder and built highly polished 
customized cars. Mike stated that his 
original training was that of a painter and 
the fact that his works are usually supported 
by walls was an indication that many 
concepts of both media are directly related 
and transferable. Bakaty also explained that 
his interest in having Art work supported by 
structures such as walls, ceilings, etc., was 
one ofthe notions that led him to his current 
experiments with tattooing. 
·lrtiM Mike Bakaty 
A member of the Japan Tattoo Club, 
Mike states that he is interested in (and the 
bearer ot) tattoors tnat rel ate to the forms of 
. the human body and that do not just sit on 
American Collegiate Poets Anthology 
International Publications 
is sponsoring a 
'National ~College Poetry Contest 
Spring Concours 1977 
open to all college imd university students desiring to have their poetry 
anthologized_ CASH PRIZES will go to the top five poems : 
$100 $50 , $25 
. First place Second place Third place 
$10 Fourth $10 Fifth 
AWAR DS of free p r inting for ALL accep ted manuscrip ts in our popular , 
ha ndsonH'l y b ound an d cop yrig hte d a nthology AME RICAN 
COL LEGIAT E POETS. ' 
DEADLINE: March 31 
§CO NT EST R ULES AND R ESTRICTIONS: 
1. An y student is eligible to submit his ver se_ 
2. All entries must b e original and unpublished_ 
3; All .. ntries must be typed , double-spaced , on one side of the page only. 
Each p oem m ust b e on a separate sh eet and must b ear, in the upper left-
hand cornel', the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the 
COLLE GE a ttend ed. (Full nam e and address on en velope also!) 
4 . Ther e are no r estrictions on form or theme. Length of poem s up to 
fourteen lines. E ach poem must have a separate title. (Avoid "Untitled " ll 
Small black and white illustrations welcome. 
5. The j udges' d ecision will b e final. 
6. E ntrants should k eep a copy of all entries as they cannot be returned. 
Prize winners and all authors awarded free publication will be notified 
immediately after d eadline. J.P. will retain firs t publication rights for 
accepted poem s. 
7. Ther~ is an initial one dollar registration fee for the fi.rst entry and a 
fee of fIfty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit no 
more than ten poems per entrant. Foreign language poems welcome. 
R. All entries must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and 
fees be paid in cash, check or money or der, to: 
Intematio~al Publications 
4747 Fountain A venue (Dept. ACP) 
Lps Angeles, CA 90029 
the surface of the skin. Human vanity and 
the limits that people are willing to go to is 
an interesting phenomenon. Tattooing, 
cosmetics, and scarification are outgrowths 
of this basic human need to control one's 
environment and destiny. Mike made this 
studio visit an interesting and valuable 
experience that became an inspiration to 
make other such visits. 
During the last week of February, the Art 
Club will visit the studio of painter Ernst 
Benkert, in the artist's studio building in 
Queens, . called P.S.I. P.S.I. is a public 
school circa 1900 that was closed and 
renovated as artist's studios and gallery 
. space, and is located near the Hunter's 
Point subway stop on the #7 train . We will 
explore the building and talk with many of 
the artists working there. 
Of late, a number of stuoents have voiced 
that wish to explore painting or sculpture 
more intensely or in greater depth than is 
possible through the time limitations of a 
quarter length art course. These students 
are Art Club members working on 
individual projects, including sculptured 
heads , mural scale paintings, cardboard 
geometric constructions, large paintings of 
teeth and other interesting subject matter. 
Helmut Eppich is currently working on a 
series of drawings of the human skeleton 
and skull in sciel)tifically accurate detail to 
be used by the Science Department for 
lectures. We are planning a small show of 
these drawings and working ' sketches. Bob 
Vazquez is working on a mural based on 
sports for Ken Wynosky's exercise room to 
be completed by the summer. Sandy 
Sch u bert, the Art Club's floating 
administrator, is working on plans for a 
large painting for the Social Essences Club. 
executed in the materials of her choice 
purchased by the Social Essences Club. The 
former club president, Niely Okonsky , with 
Luis Macea, is working on a silk screen print 
that is destined to become an Art Club T-
shirt. They have already completed one 
screen print poster advertising our 
Washington D.C. bus trip in March . 
William Creider . a talented painter is 
working on a large , hard edge painting to be 
donated to the Art Club. Art Club vice 









portrait to be L'a~t in fiberglass and Ga~y r;.~-...::: ...... ~q.<Q~""-c:;oo...q,.<Q""'~~~q.~.., 
Vollo is comtructing a series of cardboard 
mathematical models. 
With scheduled club exhibitions and the 
previously mentioned activit~es, the Art 
Club is looking forward to an active year 
and quarters to come. If anyone is interested 
in finding out more about the Art Club, 
contact Bruce Brooks in Room 237M any 
day of the week. We are available to all. 
We would like to devote a section of 
Fiorello's Flu te to the various aspects of the 
arts and expect that students (a nd faculty) 
interested in art will want to contribute to 
this column. We'd like you to share your 
talents . knowledge and experience with our 
readers. The possibilities for this column are 
many, but your participation is the main 
ingredient. 
Introducing Just Us 
}u ... t lJ .~ , up 'n comin/.{ 
1) Darrel Smith 
A Liberal Arts major. He is " Virgo the 
Virgin" 
Question : Does being a part of JUST US 
alter your career? 
Answer: No it does not. I want to become a 
professional singer and being a part of the 
group helps more than it can hurt. 
2) Stanley Harrington 
J\ Business Administration Major. He is 
''Leo the Lion." 
Question: Will you continue to perform with 
JUST US after you graduate? 
Answer: Yes, I will if we are still together. 
3) Roger Arnold 
A Liberal Arts major. He is. "Taurus the 
Bull. " 
Question : How do you feel about being a 
part of JlJST US? 
Answer: The group has given me a lot of 
musical motivation. JUST US is my musical 
dream come true. 
4) Russell Bryant 
A Liberal Arts major. He is "Sagittarius the 
Archer. " 
Question: Is your career goal music? 
Answer: My career goals include music, but 
there is still more. I'm somewhat into 
building and electronics, all of which I plan 
to continue. 
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Art Dept. / Fine Arts And The Visual Arts R~source Center 
by Bruce Brooks 
The Art Department and Fine Arts Club 
together have begun a Visual Arts Resource 
Center located in Room M237. The center 
began as a slide library late in 1975 at which 
time the LaGuardia collection of color slides 
was given to the Art Department. It has 
since been re-organized and has begun to 
grow. At present there are two part-time 
hourly employees whose sole function is to 
expand, organize and maintain the slide 
collection and resource center material. 
These persons are Ms. Susan McPherson 
and Ms. Odette Loscalzo. The other section 
of the center consists of information about 
art. artists, museums, and gallerys readily 
accessible. Weare on the mailing list of SOO 
galleries and museums world-wide, as well 
as other agencies involved with art. 
We receive information daily which is 
sorted, marked, and filed in boxes, and 
alphabetically· labeled and stacked on 
shelves. It is a simple matter for anyone to 
just go to the letter corresponding to the 
artist or institution they would like to learn 
about and browse. 
The principal that the Resource Center 
functions on is that Americans today 
<thanks to advertising, newspapers, T.V. etc. 
. . .) are capable of taking in great amounts 
of information and making some kind of 
sense out of it in a short period of time. The 
center is set on the browsing notion so that 
students or faculty can thumb through 
magazines and gall~ry announcements as 
G-R-R-R 
Brooks and Loscalzo in Art Resource 
Center 
well as catalogues of artists' work, pick up 
facts and ,develop familiarity with the art 
scene. A "Browser" develops a sense of what 
is happening throughout the art world, and 
in art market politics. One item to which we 
subscribe is called "The Art Letter," a 
publication based in Washington D.C. and 
containing intormation about current 
legislation in government that affects Art 
and Artists and information relating to 
available grants and other funding for 
individuals and organizations in fine arts. 
The Visual Art Resource Center is 
gradually expanding to include catalogues 
that contain comprehensive collections of 
II few weeks ilgO I .~potted Mike Bakaty's clay interpretation 
of King Kong hanging around the Art department. The 
Beilst's exasperated exprestiion intrigued me so that 1 
decided to come back ilfld visit him later. 
I n'll/rned at 10 PM that evening to capture the beast with 
my trusty Canon.His brow pinched with anger, his eyes in-
tense with rage, his nostrils flared, his mouth wide open, 
displaying a set of vicious looking fangs. 
Hpre are the results of my session with the Beast, but to get 
the full effect you should check him out yourself-before he 
('scapes. 
specific artists' work with biographical and 
other pertinent information. Catalogues are 
one of the most useful ways to learn about a 
specific artist. It is 'one thing to see slides of 
an artists' major works and associate them 
with his or her name. It is another to see a 
comprehensive collection of perhaps all or 
most of the artsists' work as well as 
information about his life and influences, 
etc ... I personally have found this type of 
information of great value in my own 
development as an artist. 
Although we have an excellent 
relationship with the Audio-Visual 
Department for obtaining films at present, 
we hope to acquire films of our own on a 
permanent basis that will be available 
instantly. With certain films here always, it 
becomes more possible to work them 
directly into curricula to enhance and 
expand the scope of our art program. 
Finally, I would like to include some of 
the comments of Ms. Odette Loscalzo, who 
works directly with the resource center two 
days a week, and is able to contribute 
special insight into its workings and what it 
feels like to work directly with so much 
information. Following are excerpts from a 
brief interview with Ms. Loscalzo. 
When asked how she felt about working 
with slides, etc., she responded as follows: 
"When I don't feel like a slave that is 
chained to color slides I can honestly say 
that I have learned 'a grcat deal just through 
daily contact with reproductions of Art 
work. I can almost immediately relate a 
picture to an artists's name when asked, and 
have developed a much clearer idea of 
different periods of arts, renaissance, 
medieval, African impressionists, etc. I have 
become virtually a resource myself. Many 
times I have been able to clarify different 
periods to other students and exemplify 
them with visual information." 
"My favorite ' painter? I respond most 
to the abstract works of Mark Rothko. His 
paintings are large, stained color 
abstractions that refer to landscapes. They 
have influenced my own work and lately I 
have been doing stained water colors and 
some larger paintings." 
"I first became involved with theResource 
Center through working for the art 
department on an internship with Bruce 
Brooks, so actually I was there at the 
beginning of the Center and managed to 
have input in its development. Consequently 
I now receive an hourly wage for my skills." 
Do you like working with the Resource 
Center? "Yes, very much a.nd I hope to 
continue. I feel that my 'job' has changed 
from a working to a learning experience." 
flanyone would like to learn more about 
. the Resource Center or the use of its 
facilities. it is available six days a week. 
Monday through Friday, from 9:00 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. It is located in the Art Center in 
Room M-237. [Ext. 8S0St 
Persons Lo contact are: Bruce Brooks. 
Robert Vazquezo. Susan McPherson or 
Odette Lascalzo. 
Night Moves and Lost Without Your Love 
hy Rost"ann 
Bob Seger & 
The Silver Bullet Band 
Night Moves 
(Capitol) 
This is Bob Seger's 10th album! Finally, 
after years of hard work, he's being exposed 
to a wider range of people. His Night Moves 
LP has a variety of styles to suit almost every 
music lover; from "Rock & Roll Never 
Forgets" - a real upbeat rock 'n roll song; 
"Night Movess" a 60ish ballad; 
"Sunburst" - done ala Bruce Springsteen; 
to "Marylou" a 1955 tune, and "Fire Down 
Below" done in a Blues tempo. His music 
will reach everyone!!! (A) 
Radio Picks: "Mainstreet;" "Night Moves;" 
& "Rock & Roll Is Here To Stay." 
Bread 
Lost Without Your Love 
(Elektra) 
I couldn't believe it when 1 turned on the 
radio and heard David Gates singing a not 
so familiar song. "Bread Is Back Together," 
crooned a OJ, and that was the title cut 
. from thcir new album LOSI Without Your 
Love. 
Buf .. lino 
Fantastic is all I can say, and their new 
album proves that they're as talented as 
ever. Just as "Diary" and "Without You" 
became classics, so "'ill "Fly Away," 
"Hooked On You," and maybe a few others 
on their new album. We don't have to 
reminisce about old times with our old 
Bread recordings. Now, we can make 
memories with their new ones. (A+) 
Radio Picks: "Hooked On You;" "She's 
The Only One;" "!--ost Without Your 
Love;" "Fly Away" & "Hold Tight." 
Steel House 
Is Back! 
STEEL HOUSE is a Brooklyn-based, 
hard driving. rock & roll band that is 
guaranteed to knock your sox om Hard rock 
didn't die in the '60s and STEEL HOUSE is 
here to prove it. For an evening of good 
music see Chas, Ernie, John and Scott at: 
Ft. Hamilton Base Lounge, Fort Hamilton, 
Brroklyn on March t 9, and C.B.G.B's at 
Bowery and Bleecker, in the city, on March 
21st. 
IrIll=IIlIlJl" __ CillIU:n:U=-_IEIililllll:ll •• £ .LI::miJIlJli!_.I"I:iL:O:·~Itillj __ I:[[:m·I'ItIilI __ a=n L Mil' 
I ATTENTION STUDENTSI 
--
--
I-The Flute is interested in (,onducting a survey of the co-op department. How t"erective is it? Does it live up to the promises it makes? What do students really .... think and know about co-op? These are orne of the questions we are going to 
attempt to answer with your help. 
Xli students who have just completed an internship during the faU quarter are 
asked to participate in the survey. Visit the Flute o£fice on Mondays from 1 :30 
- 3::lO, in the back of the Sony cafeteria. AU information will be treated con-
fidentially and names will be withheld on request. This is an independent 
survey undertaken by the staff of the Flute. We are not working with, for or, by 
the C'o-op department. 
1III'lon lW( ,m' ,un J lliin 1&1 L LIlUIi L I ilIli nIh 
I 
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r.UB BRIEFS CLUB' BRIEFS CLUB BRIEl 
The FLUTE invites all clubs to assign a 
reporter from the club to write regular 
articles for the paper. Submit articles to the 
FLUTE qffice located in the back qf the 
Satellite coJ..fe.eria. Deadlines for Club Brieft 
are Mondays, 12:00-2:00 p.m. 
OTC CRAFT FAIR' 
On Wednesday, February 16, the 
Occupational Therapy Club of LaGuardia 
College presented its first annual craft fair. 
The O.T. students demonstrated various 
crafts to the LaGuardia community. These 
activities ranged from needlepoint to 
mosaics tiles. After the fair everyone was 
invited to have an assortment of cold cuts 
and salads that was furnished by the club. 
The fair's success would not have been 
possible if not for the efforts of Dan 
McLaughlin (President), Sal Montaruli 
(Vice-President), Fran Babiss (Secretary). 
Mary Ann Cassidy. Jamice Cederbaum 
(Faculty Advisor), Dodi Pinto (O.T. Lab 
Tech), Naomi Greenburg (Coordinator 
O.T.), Ann Lane (Faculty), Yvonne Van 
ng rng 
Cort (Faculty), and the students of 
occupational therapy. I also want to add a 
special thanks to Alan Chaves who gave us 
plenty of help in the early planning stages of 
the fair. This thanks is also extended to the 
people of the laGuardia community who 
came and made the fair the success it was. 
Finally, we the students of the Occupational 
Therapy Club.wish to thank SAC for its help 
and we are looking forward to participating 
in future SAC activities. 
- Sal Montaruli 
~ * * X~Change * * '-J 
WANT ADS 
For Sale: Slide projector - Sawyers 
Crestline Deluxe Remote control (Forward, 
reverse, and Focus). Also stack loader, SOO 
watt bulb, 4 inch F3.5 lens, in good 
condition, only $25.00. Contact Flute office. 
********** 
TYPING SERVICE Students / Professors. 
Need a Paper Typed? Telephone: LeVeck 
726-0608. Reasonable Rates 
PERSONALS 
Happy birthday, Robin. 
Better late than never. Sis 
********** 
Forty's not so far away now, is it Pat? 
I'm still much younger than you, ha hal 
********** 
Greentree, I see you're branches are bigger 
than ever. Keep strokin'. 
********** 
Joe Menna for Playboy of the Month. 
THEJ.M. FAN CLUB 
********** 
Alice, Maryann: You're gone and almost 
forgotten. The Boss 
********** 
We have reserved space for you in the FLUTE. The 
X-Change will be a regular feature in the FLUTE for 
the benefit of the college community. All submissions 
are welcome, and free of charge. Fill out the coupon 
below and submit it to the FLUTE office, located in the 
back of the Satellite cafeteria, or the FLUTE mailbox in 
room M122 Publicatioo of ads is subject to SPfJce, and 
we are not responsible for typographical errors. 
Please print this in . the next issue 
of the' FLUTE. 
Name: 
Personals_Want Ads_Lost & Found_ ...... 
Check One Category. 
Please print or type neatly. 
THE MUSIC CLUB 
T is for the talent found throughout the club 
H is for the ' hell we may go through 
E is for the effort we apply 
M is for ·the message and medication music innovates 
U is for the universal enthusiasm we project 
S is for the club's stamina 
I is for our self indentification 
C is for the competition that does not shake us 
C is for the careers that lie in the depths of music 
L is for LaGuardia Community College 
U is for unity . 
B is bad 
The club you seek most, the Music Club, is about all of us at LaGuardia getting down into 
something which can do us some good. It exists in the form futuralistic rhythms called 
music. 
rhis music can be most rewarding to the self, if given in proper proportions. We hope to 
give those who wish to join our small society a little insight on their ability toward an 
uplifting in these certain areas. 
We're kind of greedy and in wanting you with us, we offer you the possibilities of: acting, 
modeling, singing, playing an instrument, or just having something to do. 
Our plans include many shows, dances, etc. and having you here would be a sincere 
pleasure. 
Further info about the music club may be obtained from the mothership herself. Being a 
part is having a heart!!! 
The Music Club offi-cials are: President: Mr. Darell "Mr. Dee" Smith , Vice Pres. Mrs . 
. Judith J. Knrght, Sec. Ms, Marlene Harrow, Treas. Mr. " Rabbit" Grimes, Rep. Mr. Roger 
Arnolds. 
FINANCIAL AID 
The Financial Aid office is one of the 
most important offices at LaGuardia. Its 
functions are essential and concern every 
student in college. 
The people who work for Financial Aid 
have important jobs; they are there to help 
students meet the financial obligations of a 
college career. There are nine counselors 
presently working in the Financial Aid 
office. Student aides are also employed by 
the office to assist counselors. 
The office is open five days a week from 
9:30 to 4:00 p.m., and it re-opens on 
Wednesday and Thursday from 5:00 to 7:30 
p.m. -6ernard 
PEER COUNSELING 
Hi! I'm Eileen from Peer Counseling and 
I'd like to tell you a little about our services. 
First of all , we are located in the main 
building in -room 122. We're open to all 
LaGuardia students and our services 
incTude: assistance with housing and other 
social services like food stamps, welfare, 
etc. ; school and community problems, 
drugs, alcohol or anything else troubling 
you. Need someone to talk to? We're all 
good listeners! If you need help just drop by 
and ask for Greg, Lois, Cathy, Charlie, 
Stanley, JoatH, Dorothy, or me, Eileen. 
Anyone of us would be glad to help you! 
TO ALL ClUBS:· 
- D. Singleton 
INTERNATIONAL 
CULTURAL CLUB 
Each organization at LaGuardia 
Community College functions pretty much 
in its own domain; we feel that between 
these distinct functions there is opportunity 
for overlapping, and indeed the purpose of 
our club is to function as a bridge between 
clubs and cultures, individuals and 
organizations. We believe in the power of 
positive communication, in the ability for 
the positive use of psychology and culture to 
bring people together. While we do not 
intend to step on any toes, we feel that there 
is room for us in the gaps between functions, 
and our organization will be a blanket 
capable of embracing everybody. 
We . propose interpersonal 
communication , self-actualization and 
developmental workshops, on meditation, 
drug awareness, and group cultural 
presentations. 
The International Cultural Club invites 
you to join in with the meeting of the most 
positive, and constructive oriented minds 
. functioning. We welcome your opinions, 
ideas, suggestions, and criticisms. 
Join The Plute 
Fiorello's F lute is alive and well and hoping to serve your club or organization. 
To do that we need your cooperation. Please ftIl out the section below and retW'D . 
it to us as soon as possible so that your notice will appear in the Dext issue. The 
Flute office is located in the basement of the SONY Building at the back of the 







forming us of your activities. Thank you._ . 
. , -NAMEOFCLUB: __________________________________ __ 
ACTIVITY OR MEE11NG SCHEDULED: ___ _ _____ ----: 










.PLACE: Cdon't forg_ buDding Md room ~mb.I-) ,.;..' ______ _ 
. ' . 
I . , .. 
~-----------------------------------~ 
